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longer hand out water and juice because of
growing concerns over the bacterial

contamination of the drinking water supply, and
the increasing threat of nationwide water

shortages. As a result, many are giving students
one very important booster: sports drinks. And
Texas schools are actually in a good position to

build on one of the more innovative water
programs in the country: They're providing a

primary source of drinking water in schools and
several districts in the state have begun selling

water at school concessions stands. The idea is to
keep kids hydrated, even if they don't need to.
The San Antonio school district, for instance, is
selling both bottled water and enhanced sports
drinks and fruit juices. "We are really excited
about the whole deal," said Bryan Kimmell, a

spokesman for the district. "We are trying to make
it as user friendly as we can." School officials say
that, beyond the safety issue, they see a benefit

in providing water to students because they say it
reduces the possibility of kids coming to school

dehydrated. They say a school water system also
makes the transition from student to parents

easier. "We really like that, because, as parents, it
means you don't have to go to the school for your
children. You can go to the concession stand and
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(SEO), Search Engine Marketing (SEM),
Social Media Optimization (SMO) and

Content Marketing are all types of
inbound marketing. All these marketing
forms work in a similar way and help to

create interest, promote brands and build
relationships with customers, prospects

and other users. All of these inbound
marketing programs can either help

businesses grow in visibility or bring them
down. The Four Types of Marketing

Before you can find the right inbound
marketing programs for your business,

you need to determine which type is most
appropriate for you. You can choose from
these four types of marketing depending
on your goals: Content Marketing (also

known as inbound marketing) Email
Marketing Search Engine Marketing (also

known as inbound marketing) Paid
Marketing Inbound marketing uses

content to deliver communications, while
outbound marketing uses the same
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content to communicate with prospects
and customers. Inbound marketing

delivers communications. SEO is the
practice of using SEO techniques in order

to achieve high rankings in search
engines. If you don’t rank high for your
key search terms, you won’t get many
visitors to your website. It is possible to
rank for all possible search terms, but it
can be challenging as there are multiple

platforms to consider and so many
different factors that have to be taken
into account. Search Engine Marketing

(SEM) uses techniques to persuade
customers to click and purchase from
your website. It involves things like
‘branding’ your company, producing
content, driving the sales funnel and

building strong links. This is the fastest-
growing inbound marketing tool. We’ll be
using sites like HubSpot and Marketo to
automate and improve digital marketing
processes, but always keep the bigger
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picture in mind. By listening to our clients
and thinking creatively, we can develop a
strategy tailored to their needs. Another

type of inbound marketing is social media
marketing, which uses social media to

communicate with customers and
prospects. It involves creating content

about your business, encouraging others
to interact with your brand, giving

incentives to get people talking about you
and letting your customers’ influence

your future. Email marketing is another
form of inbound marketing. It involves

sending emails about
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